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PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-NOVELTy-CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIM.
Letters patent No. 259,068 granted June 6, 1882. to Theodore S. Wilkin, for an im-

provement in machInes for stretching saws, are void for want of novelty in the de-
vice therein described as a whole, and the claim cannot be limited to the convex or
crowned rolls used therein, which are nowhere mentioned in the claims or specifica-
tions, thongh shown in the drawings. "

In Equity.
W. G. Rainey, for complainant.
Peirce & Fisher, for defendant.

GRESHAM, J. Letters patent No. 259,068, for an "improvement in
machines for stretching saws," were granted to the complainant June 6,

and this suit was brought against the defendant for infringement.
The machine and its mode of operation are thus described in the speci-
fications:
"Saws of the class above named are usually hung. as shown, by strap, J,

and hook. K. on saw, L, in Fig. 2, on a line very near the cutting edge of tile
saw. Therefore, when strained ready for labor, the greatest strain comes on
a line with the hook, K, and strap, J, in Fig. 2, and very near the cutting
edge of the saw, and by this constant straining on the front or cutting-edge of
the saw the metal gradually yiehls to the strain, and soon becomes longer on
the edge than on the back of the saw. Consequently it becomes weak, and
in a short lime fails to perform the labor required of it. To obviate this, my
invention is particularly adapted, for by placing the back of the saw, L, as
shown in Fig. 2, between the rollers, B, W. (shown in Fig. 1,) and t.urning
the wheel, G, and by it the screw, f, the cross-head, C, is caused to slide OIl
the ways, e, e, and thereby compress the saw between tIle rollers, B, B'. The
mechanism is such that, by turning the crank-arm, h, the cog-wheel, i', and
the roller, B' , are revolved, the upper cog-wheel, i', coming in contact with
the lower cog-wheel, i, causing the shaft, d, and roller, 13, to revolve in an
opposite direction, whereby the saw, L, is caused to move in a direction with
the rollers, B, 13'. The saw being compressed while passing between the roll-
ers, B, 13', and keeping the pressure nearer the back than the cutting
edge, the saw is drawn out on ,the back, or stretched until the back be-
comes 10llgpr than the cutling edge of the saw. Therefore. when the saw
is strained for lauor in a sash or gate, the cutting-pdge receives a greater
tension than the back; thus enauling the saw to perform a greater amolmt of
and much better work. * 'I< 'I< A represents the frame, d, ri ' , two shafts,
upon which are tixed rollers, TI, B', and cog-wheels. i, i', and crank-arm, h.
Tile upper shaft, d ' , is mounted on cross-head, C, which is made to slide onways. e, e, by means of the wheel, G, and the screw. f, thus adjusting upper
roll, B'. ,The shatt, d, is mounted in frame, A, the cog-wheel, i, corning in
contact with the cog-wheel, i', so that when the shaft, d', is made to revol ve
by means of the crank-ann, h, or other suitable power, the lower shaft, d, is
made to revolve in an opposite direction from that of upper shaft. d'."
The single claim reads:
"The improved machine herein described and shown for stretching saws,

consisting essentially of the frame, A, the rolls, B, H', the gears and crank
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for operating the rolls, the cross-head, C, and the screw, f, substantially as
specified."
All the elements of the claim are old. The prior art shows a frame,

rolls, gears,· cran}{,. cross-head, and screw in a single machine, and, if
the patent is construed broadly, it describes a device which any skilled
mechanic, familiar with the prior art. might have made. The com-
plainant's counsel, however ,insists that the language of the specifications,
read in .Connection with the drawings, shows that the claim was allowed
for convex or crowned rolls, which are unlike anything found in the
same combination in the prior art, and that, thus limited, the patent is
valid. It will be observed that neither the specifications nor the claim
describe or speak of rolls with convex or surfaces. The speci-
fications do not say that the invention consists in the use of convex rolls.
<lr rolls of any specific construction. Such rolls are not mentioned as
part of theinvention.Tbe drawings do show rolls with convex surfaces,
but that of itself is not sufficient to justify the court iq limiting the claim
in order to .save the patent.. In describing his invention, the complain-
ant did not make convex rolls a.dishnctive feature of it, .and he pointed
<lut no advantage to be derived from the use of that particular form of
rolls. The patent must be construed broadly for a machine containing
the parts mentioned in the claim, regardless of their specific construc-
tion, or so as to limit it to the preciseconfltruction of parts shown in the
specifications. If it can be limited to the precise shape of the rolls
illustrated in the drawings, and not otherwise described, it can be limited
to the precise shape of all the other parts of the combination so illus-
trated. and thus limited it is not infringed. Aside from the drawings,
there is nothing in the patent which shows the invention is to be found
in the form of the rolls, any more than in the form of the other parts
<lovered· by the claim. Specifications, which do not clearly describe an
invention, may be aided by the drawings, but, if the invention is not
described or alluded to in the specifications, the drawings which illus-
trate it will avail nothing. If there was patentable invention in substi-
tuting conVflX or crowned rolls for flat-faced rolls with beveled edges
found in the prior art, the complainant failed to comply with the statute
{section 4888) by making a written description of his invention. He
failed to particularly point out and distinctly claim the improvement or
.combination which he now says constitutes his invention. The bill is
-dismissed for want of equity.



THE UMBRIA.

SWITZERI.AND MARINE INS. Co. 'V. THE UMBRIA.

(District Court, E. D. New York. June 8.1891.)
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COLLISION....DUIAGES-CARGO OF Oll' Hor;SE USED BY DATEPrCltERS.
In gatheriI4g dates on the river Euphrates. the intending shipper sent an agent

up the river, who bought the dates on the trees, and caused them to be picked and
b, xed there. A house was necessary tl) do the work in, and board the men while
picking the dates. This house was hired by the year, though used for about six
weeks only. This is the most economical, if not the only, way to prOCUI"e the dates.
The entire product of one season haVing been lost on the steam· ship Iberia by col-
lision with the steam-ship Umbria, the shipper claimed as an item of his damage
the rent of the house on the Euphrates, and the expenses of the agent. On excep-
tions to the report of the commissioner allowing the items, he!!1, that the allowance
was proper.

In Admiralty. On exceptions to commISSIoner's report.
B'"tler, Stillman &- Hubbard, for libelant.
Owen, Gray &- Sturges, for claimant.

BENEDICT, J. This ease comes before the court upon exceptions to
the commissioner's report. The action is to recover for the loss of a
shipment of dates that became a total loss by reason of a collision be-
tween the steam-ship Iberia and tbe steam-ship Umbria, for which loss,
bv the decision of this court, the libelants are entitled to recover of the
steam-ship Umbria. The measure of the damages arising from the loss
of the dates is the cost at the port of shipment, with expenses, charges,
and interest. The Aleppo, 7 Ben. 121. The litcts brought out before
the commissioner are these: The dates were shippedatBusrah, or Bussora,
in AraLJia. The method of business in dates there is for the intending
shipper to send up the river Euphrates, to where dates are grown, an
agent, who buys the dates there on the trees, causes them to be picked.
collected. sorted so far as may be, the rejections to be sold, and the rest
packed in boxes and other packing material, which have been previomly
procured from New York. They are then sent by a steam-launch to
Bussora, the place of shipment. The process lasts about six we&ks.
The cost of these dates to the shipper at the time of shipment at Bus-
sora therefore includes the price paid to the natives for the dates upon
the tree, the cost of packing material, the labor, cost of collecting and
sorting and packing. and incidentals. A house on the river Euphrates
is necessary to do the work in, and board the men while employed
in collecting and packing the dates. Such a house is hired for a term
of years, and maintained, though used only during the date season.
This is necessary, because there are no accommodations for men or bus-
iness at the river Euphrates, and the method pursued is the most
economical, if not the only, way to procure the dates. The amount
paid in this instance for the rent of the house was 5,000 rupees per year.

1Reported by Edward G. Benedict, Esq., of the New York bar.
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The commissioner has allowed, as part of the cost of the dates,
rent, 5,000 rupees, and also the expenses of the agent, 1,274 rupees.
To these items the claimant objects, upon the ground that they are part
of the regular expenses of the shipper's business, which he takes the risk
of providing for out of his profits, and therefore are not recoverable
against the Uml;ria. Under the peculiar circumstances of this trade,
. where an expedition must be sent from the port of shipment to the coun-
try where the dates grow, and where commercial facilities do not exist,
and where the business is special and temporary I I am of the opinion
that the items objected to were properly allowed by the commissioner.
Those who conduct the business are doubtless the best judges of the
most economical method of carrying it on, and I find nothing in the
testimony calculated to cast doubt upon the conclusion that these items
are proper items, going to make up the cost of the dates at the place of
shipment.
The exceptions are therefore overruled, and the report is confirmed.

END OF VOLUME 46.


